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1 NANDFCTRL2 - NAND Flash Memory Controller with DMA

1.1 Overview

Note: This IP core manual describes a NAND flash controller that is in development. 
Some features are described as not implemented and will be implemented over time together with
additional extensions. See individual sections.
The NANDFCTRL2 core is a memory controller for NAND flash memory devices. The memory con-
troller is an Open NAND Flash Interface (ONFI) 4.0 compatible core and it can communicate 
with multiple parallel flash memory devices. The core provides an AMBA AHB master DMA to 
perform write and read data accesses. Configuration through generics supports a vast variation of
memory devices including support for up to 64 individually addressable targets via CE_n signals, 32
R/B_n signals and 16 channels. For write accesses it is possible to issue commands to several targets
and/or channels at once (e.g. configuration and reset) by selecting multiple targets or channels. The
core implements a BCH EDAC which can be bypassed to allow ECC in SW. The controller also has a
data randomizer which can be bypassed. ECC functionality and randomization functionality requires
a fixed layout of page area into data area, ECC area, and flag area. The NANDFCTRL2 supports up to
3 different flash memory configurations and up to 2 ECC configurations simultaneously, configured
through generics. 
Configuration of NANDFCRTL2 is done through a set of AMBA APB registers. The APB interface is
also used for configuring the flash memory via ONFI commands.
A Timeout block monitors the R/B_n input signals for time-outs. The core also have an external digi-
tal output signal that can be used for SEFI handling or any other user functionality.
For details about the actual flash memory interface, flash memory architecture, and 
ONFI 4.0 command set, please refer to the Open NAND Flash Interface specification, revision 4.0, 
hereafter called the ONFI 4.0 specification.

Figure 1.  Block diagram
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1.1.1 Functionality and limitations of current revision, and planned features

The core is currently available as a first version that have functionalities and limitations in its features
according to below:
• ONFI commands

All mandatory commands are supported and some optional commands are implemented.
The final version of the core is expected to support all ONFI optional commands,
as well as vendor-specific commands.

• Asynchronous / SDR data interface, 8-bit data bus, timing mode 0-5 is supported, with EDO.
• Hardware ECC/BCH with configurable capability and chunk size. Supports up to 60-bit correct-

ing capability. Up to 2 blocks with different configurations may be instantiated simultaneously. 
• Randomization on byte position (allows for free unaligned accesses).
• Up to 3 different memory configurations supported, controlled by generics. 
• PHY configurability. The controller may be configured to interface many different types of mem-

ory devices as well as several of them in parallel. The user may configure the generics nrofce,
nrofrb and nrofch to set the number of I/Os on the controller depending on the target memory
device configuration, how many devices and if any pin-sharing on PCB should be used. 

• AMBA AHB DMA master. The current revision does not support Descriptor type A using linked
lists. The implemented descriptor type B have limitations in which type of data that could be sent
over DMA. 

• Ready/Busy Timeout with SEFI(Single Event Functional Interrupt) handling by 2 means: 
- The R/B_n signals have configurable timeout monitoring. The timer is started when the R/B_n-

signal is expected to toggle for a started access. The timer loads the start value from a configurable
timeout register. 

- A SEFI_flag output signal can be used to toggle power-on/power-off (or any other user defined 
functionality) via a register bit. There are one SEFI_flag signal per R/B_n signal.

• Die size of 16 bits is not supported.
• Synchronous data interfaces are not supported (NV-DDR, NV-DDR2, NV-DDR3).

NV-DDRs are planned.
• Fault Tolerance option is not supported for this revision. It is planned to be added.
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1.1.2 Supported ONFI commands

Mandatory commands are supported and some optional commands are also supported.

Table 1. Implemented ONFI commands for NANDFCTRL2.

Command
Optional/
Mandatory 1st Cycle 2nd Cycle Supported

Read M 00h 30h YES

Read Multi-plane O 00h 32h YES

Copyback Read O 00h 35h NO

Change Read Column M 05h E0h YES

Change Read Column 
Enhanced

O 06h E0h NO

Read Cache Random O 00h 31h NO

Read Cache Sequential O 31h NO

Read Cache End O 3Fh NO

Block Erase M 60h D0h YES

Block Erase Multi-plane O 60h D1h YES

Read Status M 70h YES

Read Status Enhanced O 78h NO

Page Program M 80h 10h YES

Page Program Multi-plane O 80h 11h YES

Page Cache Program O 80h 15h YES

Copyback Program O 85h 10h NO

Copyback Program 
Multi-plane

O 85h 11h NO

Small Data Move O 85h 11h NO

Change Write Column M 85h YES

Change Row Address O 85h YES

Read ID M 90h YES

Volume Select O E1h NO

ODT Configure O E2h NO

Read Parameter Page M ECh YES

Read Unique ID O EDh YES

Get Features O EEh YES

Set Features O EFh YES

LUN Get Features O D4h YES

LUN Set Features O D5h YES

ZQ Calibration Short O D9h NO

ZQ Calibration Long O F9h NO

Reset LUN O FAh YES

Synchronous Reset O FCh NO

Reset M FFh YES
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1.2 Data Interface

1.2.1 PHY Configurability

The PHY interface of the core can be configured to support many different memory configurations as
well as several of them in parallel. This is done through the three generics nrofce, nrofrb and nrofch.
nrofce sets the number of CE_N signals. nrofrb sets the number of RB_N and SEFI_FLAG signals.
nrofch controls the other signals (IO0-7, DQS, OE, CLE, ALE, RE_N, WE_N and WP_N). This gives
the user the possibility to configure the controller for a specific system including:
• Memory package configuration.
• Number of memory devices on a PCB design.
• PCB configuration, which could include pin-sharing of one or more signals. 

Figure 2.  Interfaces
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1.2.3 SDR timing parameters

The ONFI 4.0 timing parameters that the core explicitly handles are:

• tCS CE setup time
• tWW WP_n transition to WE low

• tRHW RE_n high to we WE low
• tRR Ready to RE_n low (data only)
• tWB WE_n high to SR[6] low

• tADL ALE to data loading time
• tWHR WE_n high to RE low
• tCCS Change Column setup time

• tWH WE_n high hold time
• tWP WE_n pulse width
• tREH RE_n high hold time
• tRP RE_n pulse width

Other timing requirements are either fulfilled through design, are handled by the flash memory
devices or puts additional restrictions on the configurable timing parameters. See the ONFI specifica-
tion for details about the different timing parameters.
The data interface timing parameters are fully programmable via AMBA APB registers.

1.2.4 SDR timing modes

NANDFCTRL2 supports SDR timing modes 0-5 via programmable timing parameter registers, fur-
thermore Extended Data Output (EDO) is also supported.

Care must be taken to assure that the timing parameter registers are set according to the frequency of
the PHY clock as the values are used by counters running on the PHY clock.
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1.3 Memory accesses

1.3.1 Flash memory page layout

Support for ECC generation and data randomization in hardware are two options that can be enabled
independently. When ECC generation is enabled the controller uses a page layout which divides the
page area into partitions, termed chunks. The number of chunks per page depends on the flash mem-
ory configuration. Each chunk has a data area and a check byte area (ECC chunk). The implemented
ECC, or rather the number of ECC-generated check bytes in the chunk, could allow for some extra
bytes in the end of a page in the spare area for any purpose (termed Flags area). 
Example of 3 memory configurations that NANFDCTRL2 supports via generic parameters: 
• page size of 16 kbytes data size and 2208 bytes spare size,

16 chunks of 1024 bytes each and 60 error detection and correction capability.
• page size of 8 kbytes and 448 bytes spare size,

16 chunks of 512 bytes each and 16 error detection and correction capability.
• page size of 4 kbytes and 224 bytes spare size,

8 chunks of 512 bytes each and 16 error detection and correction capability.
The check bytes are placed in the spare area. The number of check bytes of the per chunk is set by the
ECC generics and equal to
• 2 * ceiling(eccX_cap * eccX_gfsize / 16) 
i.e, the number bits necessary, rounded up to nearest even number of bytes.
In the first memory configuration example above the number of check bytes are equal to 106, imply-
ing that the Flag area will be 512 bytes (assuming preserve bad block is disabled, see below).
When generic prbbm is set to 1 and activated (BBM field in Core Control 0 register) the controller
avoids using the first 2 bytes (to preserve original Bad Block Markings). 
It is still possible to write to these 2 bytes by explicitly set page column address to these bytes.
 

Figure 3.  Page - example of page layout (set by generic parameters).
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• SET FEATURES
• LUN SET FEATURES

1.3.3 Data accesses

The NANDFCTRL2 allows for different access modes and with optional hardware support for both 
ECC generation and randomization. If any of these support features is enabled the NANDFCTRL2
will automatically, with some exceptions (see below), fill up the spare area. If ECC generation and
randomization are disabled the spare area will not be filled with data. If ECC is enabled and random-
ization is disabled the spare area will be used to store check bytes for each chunk. If ECC is disabled
and randomization is enabled the spare area will, with some exceptions (see below), be filled with
randomized data.
NANFDCTRL2 supports 3 different data accesses
• Access the whole data area, e.g. 16K data transfer size.
• Access data area with a chunk size, which must be on a chunk aligned column address.
• Access page register freely.

For such accesses to the data area the ECC must be turned off.
Free accesses are allowed to spare area with no restriction.

If randomization is enabled the supplied data will be randomized. The randomizer will align the
randomization pattern to the selected column address, i.e. the randomizer uses column address as
input to assure that the randomization algorithm will produce correct randomization pattern depen-
dent on given position.
In the case the whole data is accessed, the whole spare area including possible flag area will be ran-
domized. If data access is done on chunk size level, the corresponding check byte area will be ran-
domized regardless of whether ECC generation is enabled or disabled. The flag area will also be
randomized when the last chunk is written. For the Free size cases, only the selected area will be ran-
domized. 
Note: If access is into data area and not aligned to chunk size, NANDFCTRL2 will not write into
spare area, even if RND is on.
If Preserve Bad Block Marking (generic prbbm) is supported and the function is activated (BBM field
in Core Control 0 register), the first 2 bytes in the spare will not be randomized. 

When the whole data area is accessed the NANDFCTRL2 will loop internally on chunk size to fill the
whole data area. When accesses are at chunk sizes, multiple accesses must be setup and commands
Change_Write_Column and Change_Read_Column must be used to access page register at aligned
chunk number for each access (except for the first chunk which is using ordinary command and
setting skip cmd2 bit SC2, see register DCMD).

1.3.4 Programmable Timeout with SEFI handling

Note: Timeout functionality may be subjected to future changes and are preliminary.
The core handles timeouts in the event that a R/B_n signal does not respond as expected. 

Table 2. Data accesses

area Size register ECC RND

data Free size (up to FIFO size, e.g. 4096 byte) ; free column alignment N/A On/Off

data Chunk size: 512 or 1024 bytes (1 chunk); fixed layout and alignment
Whole data: e.g. 4096, 8192, 16384 bytes; fixed layout (set by generic)

On/Off On/Off

spare Free size (up to FIFO size, e.g. 4096 bytes); free column alignment N/A On/Off
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All commands that use a R/B_n signal to detect when a command has been executed can be moni-
tored using the Programmable timeout register. An R/B_n signal will be monitored if it has been
selected in the Descriptor_B ready/busy select register and the Programmable timeout register is set
to a non-zero value.
When the core issues an command that expects an R/B_n response, the timeout block will load the
value in the Programmable timeout register and start to count down after the time tWB configured in
the Programmable timing 1 register. The value in the register corresponds to the same number of
PHY clock cycles to be used. If the counter hits 0 an interrupt is issued (the TO field in Core status 1
register indicates if any timeout occurred and the Core status 2 register indicates which one).
The user can use the digital output signal SEFI_FLAG (one per R/B_n signal) to handle the timeout
externally. This is done by setting the corresponding bit in the Core control 4 register.

1.4 Randomization

The randomization feature can be turned off by either the rnd generic or the RD field in Descriptor_B
command register.
If activated, the randomization produces a pseudo-random bitmask based on the page and column
address of the data. The periodicity of the randomizer is one nand flash block. The randomization and
derandomization are identical.

1.5 Error detection and correction

The core uses parametrized BCH encoder(s) and decoder(s). For details regarding their implementa-
tions, please see thee BCH encoder and BCH decoder chapters.

If error correction is activated, for each READ command the following statistics are collected
• the number of corrected errors in the worst correctable chunk during this READ in field CEC in

register Descriptor_B ECC status. Note uncorrectable chunks are ignored in this field. 
• the total number of corrected errors in this READ in field CE in register Descriptor_B ECC sta-

tus. Note uncorrectable chunks are ignored in this field. 
• if any error correction was unsuccessful in field UE in register Descriptor_B status.
• in which chunk(s) error correction was unsuccessful in field ECFAIL in register Descriptor_B

status.
In addition, an ECC IRQ is issued every time a chunk isn’t correctly decoded.
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1.6 Operation - Typical use case

The steps that needs to be taken to access (i.e. send an ONFI 4.0 command to) the flash memory
devices are described below. 
Refer to the Register section for more information about a specific register or register field. 
The mandatory commands can be divided into the following categories and are the only one necessary
to use NANDFCTRL2 in its simplest mode:
- RESET
- READ ID and READ PARAMETER PAGE
- BLOCK ERASE
- READ STATUS
- PAGE PROGRAM and CHANGE WRTE COLUMN
- PAGE READ and CHANGE READ COLUMN
Many commands are issued as pairs of CMD1 (cmd1 - 1st Cycle) and CMD2 (cmd2 - 2nd Cycle).
It is possible to set skip_command_2 by a bit for some commands (see register), either CMD2 is not
used, or to chain several commands, e.g. before issue an ending programming command.

0. Setup Core control registers and Programmable timing registers.
1. Issue a reset CMD to selected targets. This can be done using either the RST bit in 
core control register 2 that resets selected targets on all channels or select individual targets and chan-
nels using CMD1 = 0xFF and setup register: Descriptor_B target select register, Descriptor_B chan-
nel select register and Descriptor_B ready/busy select register
2. Perform a READ_ID for selected target.
3 Perform a READ PARAMETER PAGE for selected target (step 10 below is necessary).
4. Setup Core Control registers and Programmable timing registers accordingly with information from
parameter page.
5. Get/Set Feature (Target/LUN) if needed (step 8 below is necessary).
6. Make sure the flash memory is not in write protect mode by reading the WP fields in 
the Core Status register 0, otherwise the WP bit can be cleared to deselect Write Protection signal in
Core control register 3.
7. If the command requires a row address to be sent, write the row address to 
the Descriptor row register. Otherwise this step can be skipped.
8. If the command requires a column address to be sent, write the column address to the coladdr field
of the Descriptor column & size register. Bits 7:0 of the coladdr field also need to be written with the
one byte address used for SET FEATURES, GET FEATURES, READ ID, READ UNIQUE ID, and
READ PARAMETER PAGE commands. Otherwise this step can be skipped.
9. If the command should include a data phase then set the size of the data by writing to the size field
of the Descriptor Column & Size register. NOTE: See limitations for data accesses to page area.
This step is not necessary for the SET FEATURES, GET FEATURES, READ STATUS, and 
READ STATUS ENHANCED commands since they always have a fixed size data phase.
10. If data should be read or written over the AHB bus, i.e. Page Write or Page Read commands,
the Descriptor data pointer register needs to be set with the correct memory address for DMA trans-
fers.
11. Select which targets, which channels and which R/B_n signals the command should refer to by
writing
to registers: Descriptor_B target select register, Descriptor_B channel select register and
Descriptor_B ready/busy select register. Note that it is possible to write to several channels simultane-
ously while it is only possible to read from one. 
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12. Write the command CMD1 or commands values CMD1 & CMD2 to 
the Descriptor command register, and set the control bits accordingly to usage. 
13. Select if an interrupt should be generated when the command is finished, 
and start execution by writing to ‘1’ to DT bits in the Core control 2 register.
Once command execution has been started software can wait for an interrupt if the core was
configured to generate one to monitor when the command is finished. 
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1.7 Registers

Table 3. NANDFCTRL2 registers

APB address offset Register

0x000 Core control 0 register

0x004 Core control 1 register

0x008 Core control 2 register

0x00c Core control 3 register

0x010 Core control 4 register

0x020 Core status 0 register

0x024 Core status 1 register

0x028 Core status 2 register

0x02c Core status 3 register

0x038 Capability 0 register

0x03c Capability 1 register

0x040 Capability 2 register

0x044 Capability 3 register

0x048 Capability 4 register

0x050 Programmable timing 0 register

0x054 Programmable timing 1 register

0x058 Programmable timing 2 register

0x05c Programmable timing 3 register

0x060 Programmable timing 4 register

0x064 Programmable timing 5 register

0x0d0 Programmable timeout 0 register

0x150 Descriptor_A linked list pointer low register

0x154 Descriptor_A linked list pointer high register

0x160 Descriptor_B command register

0x164 Descriptor_B target select 0 register

0x168 Descriptor_B target select 1 register

0x16c Descriptor_B channel select register

0x170 Descriptor_B ready/busy select register

0x174 Descriptor_B row register

0x178 Descriptor_B column & size register

0x17c Descriptor_B status register

0x180 Descriptor_B ECC status register

0x190 Descriptor_B data pointer low register

0x194 Descriptor_B data pointer high register

0x1e0 Data-in 0 register

0x1e4 Data-in 1 register

0x1e8 Data-in 2 register

0x1ec Data-in 3 register
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1.7.1 Core control 0 register

0x1f0 Data-out 0 register

0x1f4 Data-out 1 register

0x1f8 Data-out 2 register

0x1fc Data-out 3 register

Table 4. 0x000 - CTRL0 - Core control 0 register
31 16

RESERVED

0

r

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0

RESERVED EE RE RES LLM BBM RES EDO IFSEL MSEL RESERVED

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

r rw rw r rw rw r rw rw rw r

31:14 Reserved.
13 EDAC enable (EE)

0: EDAC (ECC) off.
1: EDAC (ECC) on.

12 Data randomization enable (RE)
0: Data randomization off.
1: Data randomization on.

11 Reserved.
10 Linked list mode enable (LLM) via descriptor registers.

0: Inactive.
1: Active.

NOTE: THIS FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS REVISION OF THE IP.
9 Preserve Bad Block Marking (BBM)

0: Use first 2 bytes in spare area.
1: Do not use first 2 bytes in spare area. Note that it is only possible to set this field if the generic 
prbbm = 1. 

8 Reserved.
7 EDO data output (EDO)

0: EDO off.
1: EDO on.

6:5 Data Interface select (IFSEL) 

NOTE: THIS FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS REVISION OF THE IP.
4:3 Memory select (MSEL).

Select which memory the core should be setup to comply with according to Capability 2, 3 and 4 
registers. 
Note that this value will also choose which ECC block to be used, according to Capability 1 register. 
Valid values: 0,1,2. 

2:0 Reserved.

Table 3. NANDFCTRL2 registers

APB address offset Register
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1.7.2 Core control 1 register 

Table 5. 0x004 - CTRL1 - Core control 1 register
31 16

RESERVED

0

r

15 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

RESERVED IRQ
TMOUT

IRQ
CMD

IRQ
DL

IRQ
UL

IRQ
ECC

IRQ
DS

IRQ

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

r rw rw rw rw rw rw rw

31:7 Reserved.
6 Ready/Busy timeout interrupt (IRQ-TMOUT)

0: Interrupt is disabled for all Ready/Busy timeout blocks.
1: Interrupt is enabled for all Ready/Busy timeout blocks.
This interrupt is issued when there is a Ready/Busy timeout for current transaction on any of the 
RB_n signals.

5 Invalid command interrupt enable (IRQ-CMD)
0: Interrupt is disabled.
1: Interrupt is enabled.
This interrupt is issued when there is an invalid command.

4 DMA downlink interrupt (IRQ-DL)
0: Interrupt is disabled.
1: Interrupt is enabled.
This interrupt is issued when there is an error in DMA downlink.

3 DMA uplink interrupt (IRQ-UL)
0: Interrupt is disabled.
1: Interrupt is enabled.
This interrupt is issued when there is an error in DMA uplink.

2 ECC interrupt (IRQ-ECC)
0: Interrupt is disabled.
1: Interrupt is enabled.
This interrupt is issued when there is an uncorrectable ECC error.

1 Descriptor interrupt (IRQ-DS).
0: Interrupt is disabled.
1: Interrupt is enabled.
This field should be set together with the descriptor irq_ds field in Descriptor_B command register. 

0 Interrupt enable (IRQ)
0: All interrupts are disabled.
1: All interrupts are enabled.
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1.7.3 Core control 2 register

1.7.4 Core control 3 register

Table 6. 0x008 - CTRL2 - Core control 2 register
31 16

RESERVED

0

r

15 3 2 1 0

RESERVED ABORT DT RST

0 0 0 0

r rw* rw* rw*

31:3 Reserved.
2 Abort (ABORT)

Abort any ongoing execution in the core and sets it in an ideal state. 
This bit is cleared automatically when command has been executed.

NOTE: THIS FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS REVISION OF THE IP.
1 Descriptor trigger (DT)

1: Trigger descriptor command. When set the information in the descriptor registers are executed.
This bit is cleared automatically when command has been executed.

0 Software reset (RST) 
1: The NANDFCTRL2 is reset, and a RESET (0xFF) command is issued to the selected targets on all 
channels for the attached flash memory devices. 
This bit is cleared automatically when a reset command has been executed.

Table 7. 0x00c - CTRL3 - Core control 3 register
31 16

WP

0xFFFF

rw

15 0

RESERVED

0

r

31:16 Write protect (WP) 
One bit per channel. Channel 0 corresponds to bit 0.
When this bit is set to 1 the core puts the flash memory devices in write protect mode by asserting the 
WP output signal. In write protect mode, the memories won’t respond to PROGRAM or ERASE 
commands. If the core is active when software writes this bit there is a delay before the actual write 
protect signal goes low. Software can use the WP field in the Core status 0 register to see when 
the signal has changed value.

15:0 Reserved
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1.7.5 Core control 4 register

1.7.6 Core status 0 register

Table 8. 0x010 - CTRL4 - Core control 4 register
31 16

SEFI_FLAG

0

rw

15 0

SEFI_FLAG

0

rw

31:0 SEFI flag (SEFI_FLAG)
One bit per SEFI_FLAG output signal. SEFI_FLAG signal 0 corresponds to bit 0. 
0: Sets SEFI_FLAG output signal to low.
1: Sets SEFI_FLAG output signal to high.

Table 9. 0x020 - STS0 - Core status 0 register
31 16

WP

0xFFFF

r

15 4 3 2 1 0

RESERVED DA RESERVED RDY

0 0 0 *

r r r r

31:16 Write protect status (WP)
Shows if the flash memory devices are in write protect mode or not. One bit per channel.
0: Not in write protect mode. 
1: In write protect mode. 

15:4 Reserved.
3 Descriptor active (DA)

1: Descriptor active. Indicates that the descriptor is active and a command sequence is ongoing. 
2:1 Reserved.
0 Core ready (RDY)

During a hard reset this value will be 0 and 1 shortly after it is released.
When a soft reset is issued this value will be 0 and stay cleared until the core is done with it’s reset 
procedure (sending reset command and wait for ready signals from the flash memory devices. 
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1.7.7 Core status 1 register 

1.7.8 Core status 2 register

Table 10. 0x024 - STS1 - Core status 1 register
31 16

RESERVED

0

r

15 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

RESERVED TMOUT CMD DL UL ECC DS IRQ

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

r wc wc wc wc wc wc wc

31:7 Reserved.
6 Ready/Busy timeout (TMOUT)

This is set when there is an Ready/Busy timeout on any of the signals. Read Core status 2 register to 
see which RB_n input signal that triggered this signal. 

5 Invalid command (CMD) 
This is set when there is an invalid command.

4 Downlink DMA error (DL).
This is set when there is an error in DMA Downlink.

3 Uplink DMA error (UL).
This is set when there is an error in DMA Uplink.

2 ECC error (ECC).
This is set when there is an ECC error.

1 Descriptor finished (DS). 
This is set when the descriptor is finished.

0 Interrupt (IRQ)
This is set when an interrupt have been issued.

Table 11. 0x028 - STS2 - Core status 2 register
31 16

TMOUT

0

wc

15 0

TMOUT

0

wc

31:0 Ready/Busy timeout (TMOUT). 
This is set when there is Ready/Busy timeout. One bit per RB_n signal, i.e. Ready/Busy Tmout sig-
nal 0 corresponds to bit 0. 
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1.7.9 Core status 3 register

Table 12. 0x02c - STS3 - Core status 3 register
31 16

RBSTS (31:16)

0

r

15 0

RBSTS (15:0)

0

r

31:0 Ready/Busy Status (RBSTS) for RB_n signals 0-31
The register shows the current status for each R/B_n input signal.
The least significant bit in this field corresponds to the lowest ready busy signal (RB_n(0)) etc.
The actual number of bits implemented equals the nrofrb field +1 in the Capability 0 register.
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1.7.10 Capability 0 register

Table 13. 0x038 - CAP0 - Capability 0 register
31 25 24 23 22 20 19 18 17 16

RESERVED MEMSUP FT PRBBM RND NECC

0 * * * * *

r r r r r r

15 11 10 6 5 0

NRB NCHAN NTARGS

* * *

r r r

31:25 Reserved.
24:23 Number of memories supported (MEMSUP)

Determined by the number of generics mem0_data, mem1_data and mem2_data set to a non-zero 
value. 
Value: 0-3.

22:20 Fault-tolerance support (FT)
Determined by the generic ft.

NOTE: THIS FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS REVISION OF THE IP.
19 Preserve bad block mark (PRBBM)

Determined by the generic prbbm. 
18 Randomization supported (RND)

Determined by the generic rnd.
17:16 Number of ECC blocks supported (NECC)

Determined by the number of generics ecc0_cap and ecc1_cap set to a non-zero value.
Value: 0-2.

15:11 Number of RB_n signals (NRB)
Determined by the generic nrofrb-1, i.e. the implemented number of RB_n signals are NRB +1.
Value: 0-31.

10:6 Number of channels (NCHAN)
Determined by the generic nrofch -1, i.e. the implemented number of channels are NCHAN+1.
Value: 0-15.

5:0 Number of targets (NTARGS) - This field indicates how many individual targets
the core can access, i.e. number of chip enable signals. 
Determined by the generic nrofce -1, i.e. the implemented number of CE_n signals are NTARGS+1.
Value: 0-63.
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1.7.11 Capability 1 register

1.7.12 Capability 2 register

Table 14. 0x03c - CAP1 - Capability 1 register
31 26 25 21 20 16

E1CAP E1CHUNK E1GF

* * *

r r r

15 10 9 5 4 0

E0CAP E0CHUNK E0GF

* * *

r r r

31:26 Capability for ECC1 (E1CAP)
Determined by the generic ecc1_cap.

25:21 Chunk size for ECC1 (E1CHUNK)
The value is the base 2 logarithm of the generic ecc1_chunk. 

23:16 GF size for ECC1 (E1GF)
Determined by the generic ecc1_gfsize.

15:10 Capability for ECC0 (E0CAP)
Determined by the generic ecc0_cap.

9:5 Chunk size for ECC0 (E0Chunk)
The value is the base 2 logarithm of the generic ecc0_chunk. 

4:0 GF size for ECC0 (E0GF)
Determined by the generic ecc0_gfsize.

Table 15. 0x040 - CAP2 - Capability 2 register
31 30 29 28 16

M0SEL RESERVED M0SPARE

* 0 *

r r r

15 0

M0DATA

*

r

31 Memory 0 ECC Selection (M0SEL)
Determined by the generic mem0_ecc_sel.

30:29 Reserved.
28:16 Memory 0 spare size in bytes (M0SPARE)

Determined by the generic mem0_spare.
15:0 Memory 0 data size in bytes (M0DATA)

Determined by the generic mem0_data.
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1.7.13 Capability 3 register

1.7.14 Capability 4 register

Table 16. 0x044 - CAP3 - Capability 3 register
31 30 29 28 16

M1SEL RESERVED M1SPARE

* 0 *

r r r

15 0

M1DATA

*

r

31 Memory 1 ECC selection (M1SEL).
Determined by the generic mem1_ecc_sel.

30:29 Reserved.
28:16 Memory 1 spare size in bytes (M1SPARE)

Determined by the generic mem1_spare.
15:0 Memory 1 data size in bytes (M1DATA)

Determined by the generic mem1_data. 

Table 17. 0x048 - CAP4 - Capability 4 register
31 30 29 28 27 16

M2SEL RESERVED M2SPARE

* 0 *

r r r

15 0

M2DATA

*

r

31 Memory 2 ECC Selection (M2SEL)
Determined by the generic mem2_ecc_sel.

30:29 Reserved.
28:16 Memory 2 spare size in bytes (M2SPARE)

Determined by the generic mem2_spare.
15:0 Memory 2 data size in bytes (M2DATA)

Determined by the generic mem2_data.
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1.7.15 Programmable timing 0 register

1.7.16 Programmable timing 1 register

Table 18. 0x050 - TME0 - Programmable timing 0 register
31 16

tCS

0

rw

15 0

tWW

0

rw

31:16 CE_n setup time (tCS)
Length of tCS in clock cycles, minus one (Setting this field to 9 clock cycles will give a time of 10 
clock cycles). 

15:0 WP_n transition to WE low (tWW)
Length of tWW in clock cycles, minus one (Setting this field to 9 clock cycles will give a time of 10 
clock cycles). 

Table 19. 0x054 - TME1 - Programmable timing 1 register
31 16

tRR

0

rw

15 0

tWB

0

rw

31:16 Ready to RE_n low (tRR)
Length of tRR in clock cycles, minus one (Setting this field to 9 clock cycles will give a time of 10 
clock cycles).

15:0 WE_n high to SR[6] low (tWB)
Length of tWB in clock cycles, minus one (Setting this field to 9 clock cycles will give a time of 10 
clock cycles). 
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1.7.17 Programmable timing 2 register

1.7.18 Programmable timing 3 register

Table 20. 0x058 - TME2 - Programmable timing 2 register
31 16

tRHW

0

rw

15 0

tWHR

0

rw

31:16 RE_n high to WE_n low (tRHW)
Length of tRHW in clock cycles, minus one (Setting this field to 9 clock cycles will give a time of 10 
clock cycles).

15:0 WE_n high to RE_n low (tWHR)
Length of tWHR in clock cycles, minus one (Setting this field to 9 clock cycles will give a time of 10 
clock cycles). 

Table 21. 0x05c - TME3 - Programmable timing 3 register
31 16

tADL

0

rw

15 0

tCCS

0

rw

31:16 ALE to data loading time (tADL)
Length of tADL in clock cycles, minus one (Setting this field to 9 clock cycles will give a time of 10 
clock cycles). 

15:0 Change Column setup time (tCCS)
Length of tCCS in clock cycles, minus one (Setting this field to 9 clock cycles will give a time of 10 
clock cycles). 
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1.7.19 Programmable timing 4 register

1.7.20 Programmable timing 5 register

Table 22. 0x060 - TME4 - Programmable timing 4 register
31 16

tREH

0

rw

15 0

tRP

0

rw

15:0 RE_n high hold time (tREH)
Length of tREH in clock cycles, minus one (Setting this field to 9 clock cycles will give a time of 10 
clock cycles). 

31:16 RE_n pulse width (tRP)
Length of tRP in clock cycles, minus one (Setting this field to 9 clock cycles will give a time of 10 
clock cycles).

Table 23. 0x064 - TME5 - Programmable timing 5 register
31 16

tWH

0

rw

15 0

tWP

0

rw

31:16 WE_n high hold time (tWH)
Length of tWH in clock cycles, minus one (Setting this field to 9 clock cycles will give a time of 10 
clock cycles).

15:0 WE_n pulse width (tWP)
Length of tWP in clock cycles, minus one (Setting this field to 9 clock cycles will give a time of 10 
clock cycles).
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1.7.21 Timeout 0 registers

1.7.22 Descriptor_A linked list pointer low register 

1.7.23 Descriptor_A linked list pointer high register 

Table 24. 0x0d0 - Timeout 0 registers
31 16

TIMEOUT (31:16)

0

rw

15 0

TIMEOUT (15:0)

0

rw

31:0 Timeout (TIMEOUT) registers for the R/B_n signals. 
Timeout starts to count after the time twb. If no R/B rising edge after the set number of clk cycles an 
Ready/Busy timeout interrupt (see TMOUT field in the Core status 1 register) will be generated. Set-
ting this field to 0 disables the counter. 

Table 25. 0x150 - DLLPL - Descriptor_A linked list pointer low register
31 16

LINKED LIST POINTER (31:16)

0

rw

15 0

LINKED LIST POINTER (15:0)

0

rw

31:0 Linked list pointer low (LINKED LIST POINTER) (31:0) - Least significant part of memory 
address.

NOTE: THIS FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS REVISION OF THE IP.

Table 26. 0x154 - DLLPH - Descriptor_A linked list pointer high register
31 16

LINKED LIST POINTER (63:48)

0

rw

15 0

LINKED LIST POINTER (47:32)

0

rw

31:0 Linked list pointer high (LINKED LIST POINTER) (63:32) Most significant part of memory 
address.

NOTE: THIS FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS REVISION OF THE IP.
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1.7.24 Descriptor_B command register 

Table 27. 0x160 - DCMD - Descriptor_B command register
31 24 23 16

CMD2 CMD1

0 0

rw rw

15 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

RESERVED PRECH DD ED RD SUB_CMD SRB SA SD SC2 RES IRQ_
DS

EN

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

r rw rw rw rw rw rw rw rw rw r rw rw

31:24 Second command phase (CMD2)
If the command to execute is a two byte (two phase) command then software should write the second 
byte of the command to this field. 
The core ignores this field for commands that only have one command phase, or if SC2 is set.

23:16 First command phase (CMD1)
Software should write this field with the first byte of the command to execute.

15:13 Reserved.
12 Pre-cache (PRECH)

NOTE: THIS FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS REVISION OF THE IP.
11 Data DMA disable (DD)

0: enable data read /write over DMA.
1: disable data read/write over DMA. 
Data is read via data-in registers or data is written via data-out registers via APB when DD=1.

10 EDAC disable (ED)
0: the EE bit in the Core control register 0 is used as specified in its description.
1: the EE bit in the Core control register 0 is ignored and EDAC is disabled for the current
descriptor.

9 Data Randomization disable (RD)
0: the RE bit in the Core control register 0 is used as specified in its description.
1: the RE bit in the Core control register 0 is ignored and data randomization is disabled for 
the current descriptor.

8:7 Sub command (SUB_CMD)
There are different combinations of CMD1 = 0x80 or 0x85 and they have different timing 
parameters.
0: Ordinary usage of CMD1 (all different PAGE PROGRAM commands).
1: Small Data Move.
2: Change Write Column.
3: Change Row Address.

6 Skip Ready/Busy (SRB)
Enable this bit to skip wait for the R/B_n signals.

NOTE: THIS FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS REVISION OF THE IP.
5 Skip Address (SA)

NOTE: THIS FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS REVISION OF THE IP.
4 Skip Data (SD)

NOTE: THIS FUNCTION IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS REVISION OF THE IP.
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1.7.25 Descriptor_B target select 0 register 

3 Skip second command phase (SC2)
If this bit is set and a program command (PAGE PROGRAM, COPYBACK PROGRAM, or 
CHANGE WRITE COLUMN) is being executed the core skips the second command phase for that 
command and jumps back to idle state once all data has been written.
This is done in order to support the CHANGE WRITE COLUMN command, which needs to be 
executed in between the first and second phase of the program command
If a CHANGE WRITE COLUMN command is required during a PAGE PROGRAM, 
the PAGE PROGRAM command is issued with SC2 set to 1. 
After that when issuing a CHANGE WRITE COLUMN command if more than one CHANGE 
WRITE COLUMN commands needs to be issued all the commands but the last one is issued with 
SC2 set to 1.

2 Reserved.
1 Request IRQ (IRQ_DS)

0: don’t send IRQ when command is finished.
1: send IRQ when command is finished.

0 Descriptor Enable (EN) 
0: The descriptor is disregarded by the core and the descriptor registers can be updated freely.
1: The descriptor is owned by the core and no descriptor registers should be updated until the core 
clears it. Setting the DT bit of the Core Control 2 register will start executing the descriptor.

Table 28. 0x164 - DTARSEL0 - Descriptor target 0 select register
31 16

TARGSEL(31:16)

0

rw

15 0

TARGSEL(15:0)

0

rw

31:0 Target select (TARGSEL) for target 0-31
The core uses this field to select from which targets to send the command to 
(which chip enable (CE_n) signals to assert).
The least significant bit in this field corresponds to the first target (CE_n(0)) etc.
The actual number of bits implemented equals the ntargs field + 1 in the Capability 0 register.

Table 27. 0x160 - DCMD - Descriptor_B command register
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1.7.26 Descriptor_B target select 1 register 

1.7.27 Descriptor_B channel select register 

Table 29. 0x168 - DTARSEL1 - Descriptor target 1 select register
31 16

TARGSEL(63:48)

0

rw

15 0

TARGSEL(47:32)

0

rw

31:0 Target select (TARGSEL) for target 32-63
The core uses this field to select which targets from to send the command to 
(which chip enable (CE_n) signals to assert).
The least significant bit in this field corresponds to the 32nd target (CE_n(32)) etc.
The actual number of bits implemented equals the nrofce field +1 in the Capability 0 register.

Table 30. 0x16c - DCHSEL - Descriptor_B channel select register
31 16

RESERVED

0

r

15 0

CHSEL

0

rw

31:16 Reserved
15:0 Channel select (CHSEL)

The core uses this field to select which channels are to be active. Signals linked to a channel are IO0-
I07, DQS, ALE, CLE, RE_N, WE_N, WP and OE.
The least significant bit in this field corresponds to the first channel. The actual number of channels 
implemented equals the nrofch field +1 in the Capability 0 register.

NOTE: THE DQS SIGNAL IS NOT SUPPORTED AND HAVE NO FUNCTION IN THIS REVI-
SION OF THE IP.
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1.7.28 Descriptor_B ready/busy select register 

1.7.29 Descriptor_B row register 

Table 31. 0x170 - DRBSEL - Descriptor_B ready/busy select register
31 16

RBSEL (31:16)

0

rw

15 0

RBSEL (15:0)

0

rw

31:0 Ready/Busy select (RBSEL)
The core uses this field to select which RB_n signals are to be active. The least significant bit in this 
field corresponds to the first RB_n signal. The actual number of RB_n signals implemented equals 
the nrofrb field +1 in the Capability 0 register.

Table 32. 0x174- DROW - Descriptor_B row register
31 24 23 16

RESERVED ROWADDR(23:16)

0 0

r rw

15 0

ROWADDR(15:0)

0

rw

31:24 Reserved.
23:0 Row Address (ROWADDR)

This field sets the three byte row address, which is used to address LUNs, blocks and pages. 
As described in the ONFI 4.0 specification the least significant part of the row address is the page 
address, the middle part block address, and the most significant part is the LUN address.
(7:0) first address byte at PHY,
(15:8) second address byte at PHY,
(23:16) third address byte at PHY.
Exactly how many bits that are used for each part of the address depends on the architecture of the 
flash memory. 
Software needs to write this field prior to issuing any command that has an address phase that 
includes the row address. 
The core ignores this field if the command doesn’t use the row address. 
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1.7.30 Descriptor_B column & size register 

1.7.31 Descriptor_B status register

Table 33. 0x178 - DCOLSIZE - Descriptor_B column & size register
31 16

SIZE

0

rw

15 0

COLADDR

0

rw

31:16 Command data size (SIZE)
If a command has a data out or data in phase then software needs to set this field to the size of the 
data that should be read / written.
Software does not need to set this field for the commands SET FEATURES, GET FEATURES, 
READ STATUS, or READ STATUS ENHANCED since their data phases are always the same size.
The core also ignores this field if the command issued doesn’t have a data phase, as for example 
BLOCK ERASE.

15:0 Column address (COLADDR) 
This field sets the two byte column address, which is used to address into a flash memory page.
See the ONFI 4.0 specification for more information about column address.
(7:0) first column byte at PHY.
(15:8) second column byte at PHY.
Software needs to write to this field for those commands that have an address phase that includes the 
column address, as well as for those special commands that only have a one byte address phase (SET 
FEATURES; GET FEATURES; READ ID, READ UNIQUE ID, and READ PARAMETER PAGE). 
This field is ignored by the core if the command only uses the row address. 

Table 34. 0x17c - DSTS - Descriptor_B status register
31 16

ECFAIL

0

r

15 2 1 0

RESERVED UE INV

0 0 0

r r r*

31:16 ECC Chunk fail field (ECFAIL)
Each bit set to 1 in this field corresponds to a specific chunk that failed ecc. The first bit represents 
the first chunk read. 

15:2 Reserved.
1 Uncorrectable error (UE)

0: No uncorrectable error.
1: Uncorrectable error. Bit set if any chunk failed.

0 Invalid command (INV)
This bit is set to one if an invalid command is written in the Descriptor command register when the 
DT bit is written. This bit is cleared automatically once a new command is started. 
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1.7.32 Descriptor_B ECC status register

1.7.33 Descriptor_B data pointer low register 

1.7.34 Descriptor_B data pointer high register 

Table 35. 0x180 - DECCSTS0 - Descriptor_B ECC status register
31 24 23 16

RESERVED CEC

0

r r

15 12 11 0

RESERVED CE

0 0

r r

31:24 Reserved.
23:16 Corrected errors in the worst chunk (CEC).
15:12 Reserved.
11:0 Corrected errors (CE)

Total number of corrected errors over all chunks. 

Table 36. 0x190 - DDPL - Descriptor_B data pointer low register
31 16

DATA POINTER (31:16)

0

rw

15 0

DATA POINTER (15:0)

0

rw

31:0 Data pointer low (DATA POINTER)(31:0) - Least significant part of memory address.
Address in memory from where DMA reads or writes data.

Table 37. 0x194 - DDPH - Descriptor_B data pointer high register
31 16

DATA POINTER (63:48)

0

rw

15 0

DATA POINTER (47:32)

0

rw

31:0 Data pointer high (DATA POINTER)(63:32) - Most significant part of memory address.
Address in memory from where DMA reads or writes data.
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1.7.35 Data-in 0-3 register

Data-in register 0 holds the data bytes (Data 0-3) read from the flash memory device for each 
command reading data. 
Data-in register 1 holds the data bytes (Data 4-7) read from the flash memory device for each 
command reading data.
Data-in register 2 holds the data bytes (Data 8-11) read from the flash memory device for each 
command reading data.
Data-in register 3 holds the data bytes (Data 12-15) read from the flash memory device for each 
command reading data.
Data 0 is the first byte read from flash.
Note that this is independent of whether if the data is also transferred to the AHB bus or not. 

Table 38. 0x1e0-0x1ec - Data-in 0 - Data-in 3 registers little endian
31 24 23 16

DATA 3, 7, 11, 15 DATA 2, 6, 10, 14

0 0

r r

15 8 7 0

DATA 1, 5, 9, 13 DATA 0, 4, 8, 12

0 0

r r

31:24 DATA 3, 7, 11, 15
23:16 DATA 2, 6, 10, 14
15:8 DATA 1, 5, 9, 13
7:0 DATA 0, 4, 8, 12

Table 39. 0x1e0-0x1ec - Data-in 0 - Data-in 3 registers big endian
31 24 23 16

DATA 0, 4, 8, 12 DATA 1, 5, 9, 13

0 0

r r

15 8 7 0

DATA 2, 6, 10, 14 DATA 3, 7, 11, 15

0 0

r r

31:24 DATA 0, 4, 8, 12
23:16 DATA 1, 5, 9, 13
15:8 DATA 2, 6, 10, 14
7:0 DATA 3, 7, 11, 15
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1.7.36 Data-out 0-3 register

Data-out register 0 holds the data bytes (Data 0-3) to be written to the flash memory device for each
command writing data. 
Data-out register 1 holds the data bytes (Data 4-7) to be written to the flash memory device for each
command writing data.
Data-out register 2 holds the data bytes (Data 8-11) to be written to the flash memory device for each
command writing data.
Data-out register 3 holds the data bytes (Data 12-15) to be written to the flash memory device for each
command writing data
Data 0 is the first byte written to flash.
Data out register are used when DMA is disabled and for commands SET (LUN) FEATURE.

Table 40. 0x1f0-0x1fc - Data-out 0 - Data-out 3 registers little endian
31 24 23 16

DATA 3, 7, 11, 15 DATA 2, 6, 10, 14

0 0

rw rw

15 8 7 0

DATA 1, 5, 9, 13 DATA 0, 4, 8, 12

0 0

rw rw

31:24 DATA 3,7,11,15
23:16 DATA 2,6,10,14
15:8 DATA 1,5,9,13
7:0 DATA 0,4,8,12

Table 41. 0x1f0-0x1fc - Data-out 0 - Data-out 3 registers big endian
31 24 23 16

DATA 0, 4, 8, 12 DATA 1, 5, 9, 13

0 0

rw rw

15 8 7 0

DATA 2, 6, 10, 14 DATA 3, 7, 11, 15

0 0

rw rw

31:24 DATA 0, 4, 8, 12
23:16 DATA 1, 5, 9, 13
15:8 DATA 2, 6, 10, 14
7:0 DATA 3, 7, 11, 15
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1.8 Vendor and device identifiers

The core has vendor identifier 0x01 (Cobham Gaisler) and device identifier 0x0C5. 
For description of vendor and device identifiers see GRLIB IP Library User's Manual.

1.9 Implementation

1.9.1 Reset

The core changes reset behavior depending on settings in the GRLIB configuration package 
(see GRLIB User’s Manual).

1.9.2 Endianess

The core is designed for big-endian and little-endian systems. NANDFCTRL2 automatically detects
the endianess of the system by reading a dedicated sideband signal included in the AMBA records. 

1.10 Configuration options

Table 42 shows the configuration options of the core (VHDL generics).

Table 42. Configuration options

Generic name Function Allowed range Default

hindex AHB master index. 0 - NAHBMST-1 0

pindex APB slave index. 0 - NAPBSLV-1 0

pirq APB irq number. 0 - NAHBIRQ-1 0

paddr ADDR field of the APB BAR. 0 - 16#FFF# 0

pmask MASK field of the APB BAR. 0 - 16#FFF# 16#FFE#

tech Memory technology used for the buffers. 0 - NTECH inferred

ahbbits Width of AHB read/write data buses and maximum access size. 32, 64 AHBDW

nrofce Number of CE_n = Number of chip select signals 
connected to the core. 

1-64 8

nrofch Number of channels (controls IO0-7, DQS, RE_N, WE_N, CLE, 
ALE, WP_N and OE) connected to the core. 

1 - 16 8

nrofrb Number of RB_n and SEFI_FLAG signals connected to the core. 1-32 8

rnd Enable randomization support. 0-1 1

prbbm Preserve bad block mark. Setting this bit will allow the user to 
preserve the 2 first bytes of the page area when writing a full 
page to the flash memory by using the field BBM in the Core 
Control 0 register. Note that it is still possible to overwrite those 
bytes. 

0-1 0

mem0_data Data size of page in bytes. If 0, this memory configuration is not 
supported. 

0-32768 16384

mem0_spare Spare size of page in bytes. 0-8192 2208

mem0_sel Mapping memory setting to a specific ECC block. 0-1 0

mem1_data Data size of page in bytes. If 0, this memory configuration is not 
supported. Mem0_data needs to be implemented for Mem1 to 
work.

0-32768 8192

mem1_spare Spare size of page in bytes. 0-8192 448

mem1_sel Mapping memory setting to a specific ECC block. 0-1 1

mem2_data Data size of page in bytes. If 0, this memory configuration is not 
supported. Mem1_data needs to be implemented for Mem2 to 
work. 

0-32768 4096
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mem2_spare Spare size of page in bytes. 0-8192 224

mem2_sel Mapping memory setting to a specific ECC block. 0-1 1

ecc0_gfsize Size of internal symbols in ECC 0. 
This generic should be set to the lowest value fulfilling the fol-
lowing constraint:

ecc0_gfsize > log2 (8*ecc0_chunk + ecc0_gfsize*ecc0_cap) 

13, 14 14

ecc0_chunk Number of data bytes for ECC 0 (note that this is the size of the 
data chunk and not including the ECC bytes).

1 to 1024 1024

ecc0_cap Error correction capability of ECC 0. If 0, then no BCH block is 
instantiated. 

1 to 60 60

ecc1_gfsize Size of internal symbols in ECC 1.
This generic should be set to the lowest value fulfilling the fol-
lowing constraint:

ecc1_gfsize > log2 (8*ecc1_chunk + ecc1_gfsize*ecc1_cap) 

13, 14 13

ecc1_chunk Number of data bytes for ECC 1 (note that this is the size of the 
data chunk and not including the ECC bytes).

1 to 1024 512

ecc1_cap Error correction capability of ECC 1. If 0, then no BCH block is 
instantiated. ECC 0 needs to be implemented (ecc_cap > 0) for 
ECC 1 to be instantiated. 

1 to 60 16

ft Enable fault-tolerance against SEU errors. NOTE: THIS FEA-
TURE IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS REVISION OF THE 
IP.

0-1 0

scantest Enable scantest support. NOTE: THIS FEATURE IS NOT SUP-
PORTED FOR THIS REVISION OF THE IP

0-1 0

oepol Polarity of pad output enable signal. 0 - 1 0

Table 42. Configuration options

Generic name Function Allowed range Default
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1.11 Signal descriptions

Table 43 shows the interface signals of the core (VHDL ports).

Table 43. Signal descriptions

Signal name Field Type Function Active

RSTN N/A Input System reset Logical 0

CLK_SYS N/A Input System clock -

PHY_RSTN N/A Input PHY reset -

CLK_PHY N/A Input PHY clock -

APBI * Input APB slave input signals -

APBO * Output APB slave output signals -

AHBMI * Input AHB master input signals -

AHBMO * Output AHB master output signals -

SEFI_FLAG4 N/A Output SEFI output control signal Logical 1

NANDFI rb_n (31:0)4 Input Ready/Busy signal Logical 0

datai (7:0)(15:0)3 Input Data input -

dqsi(15:0)3 Input Data strobe input -

NANDFO ce_n(63:0) 2 Output Chip enable Logical 0

wp_n(15:0)3 Output Write protect Logical 0

datao (7:0)(15:0)3 Output Data output -

dqso(15:0)3 Output Data strobe output -

cle(15:0)3 Output Command latch enable Logical 1

ale(15:0)3 Output Address latch enable Logical 1

we_n(15:0)3 Output Write enable Logical 0

re_n(15:0)3 Output Read enable Logical 0

oe(15:0)3 Output Output enable 1

* see GRLIB IP Library User’s Manual
1 The polarity of the output enable signal is implementation dependent.
2 The number of CE_n is set as generic nrofce.
3 The size of the signals depends on the generic nrofch. The size of datai and datao is equal to 8*nrofch.
4 The size of the signals depends on the generic nrofrb.
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1.12 Signal definitions and reset values

The signals and their reset values are described in table 44.

1.13 Library dependencies

Table 45 shows the libraries used when instantiating the core (VHDL libraries).

Table 44. Signal definitions and reset values

Signal name Type Function Active Reset value

sefi_flag(31:0)4 Output SEFI output cntrl Logical 1 Logical 0

rb_n (31:0)4 Input Ready/Busy signal - -

datai (7:0)(15:0)3 Input/Output Data - -

dqsi(15:0)3 Input/Output Data strobe - -

ce_n (31:0) 2 Output Chip enable Logical 0 Logical 1

wp_n(31:0) 2 Output Write protect Logical 0 Logical 0

cle(15:0)3 Output Command latch enable Logical 1 Logical 0

ale(15:0)3 Output Address latch enable Logical 1 Logical 0

we_n(15:0)3 Output Write enable Logical 0 Logical 1

re_n(15:0)3 Output Read enable Logical 0 Logical 1

oe(15:0)3 Output Output enable 1 1

1 The polarity of the output enable signal is implementation dependent.
2 The number of CE_n is set as generic nrofce
3 The size of the signals depends on the generic nrofch. The size of datai and datao is equal to 8*nrofch.
4 The size of the signals depends on the generic nrofrb.

Table 45. Library dependencies

Library Package Imported unit(s) Description

GRLIB AMBA Signals AMBA signal definitions

GAISLER NANDFCTRL2PKG Signals, component Component declaration

TECHMAP GENCOMP components Technology mapping
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1.14 Instantiation

This example shows how the core can be instantiated. The instantiated core has all its generics
except hindex, pindex, paddr, and pirq at their default values. 
The impact of the generics can be seen in table 42.
library ieee, grlib, gaisler;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use grlib.amba.all;
use gaisler.nandfctrl2pkg.all;

entity nandfctrl2_ex is
  port (
    rstn       : in  std_logic;
    clk_sys    : in  std_logic;
    phy_rstn   : in  std_logic;
    clk_phy    : in  std_logic;

.. );
end;

architecture rtl of nandfctrl2_ex is

  -- AMBA signals
  signal apbi  : apb_slv_in_type;
  signal apbo  : apb_slv_out_vector := (others => apb_none);
  signal ahbmi : ahb_mst_in_type;
  signal ahbmo : ahb_mst_out_vector := (others => ahbm_none);

  -- NANDFCTRL signals
signal nandfo : nandfctrl2_out_type;
signal nandfi : nandfctrl2_in_type;
signal sefi_flag: std_logic_vector (NROFRB - 1 downto 0);

begin

...

  -- NANDFCTRL core
nand0 : nandfctrl2
generic map (hindex => 1, pindex => 10, paddr => 10, pirq => 10)

  port map (rstn, clk_sys, phy_rstn, clk_phy, apbi, apbo(10), ahbmi, ahbmo(10), nandfi, 
nandfo, sefi_flag);

-- Pads for NANDFCTRL core
nf2_d : iopadv generic map (tech => padtech, width => 8)

port map (nandf_d, nandfo.do (0), nandfo.oe (0), nandfi.di (0));
nf2_rb_n : inpad generic map (tech => padtech, width => NROFRB)

port map (nandf_rb_n, nandfi.rb_n);
nf2_ce_n : outpad generic map (tech => padtech, width => NROFCE)

port map (nandf_ce_n, nandfo.ce_n);
nf2_we_n : outpad generic map (tech => padtech)

port map (nandf_we_n, nandfo.we_n (0));
nf2_re_n : outpad generic map (tech => padtech)

port map (nandf_re_n, nandfo.re_n (0));
nf2_cle : outpad generic map (tech => padtech)

port map (nandf_cle, nandfo.cle (0));
nf2_ale : outpad generic map (tech => padtech)

port map (nandf_ale, nandfo.ale (0));
nf2_wp_n : outpad generic map (tech => padtech)

port map (nandf_wp_n, nandfo.wp_n (0));
nf2_sefi: outpad generic map (tech => padtech, width => NROFRB)

port map (nandf_sefi_flag, sefi_flag);

end;
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2 BCH_ENCODER - Highly configurable systematic BCH encoder

2.1 Overview

The BCH encoder accepts a data frame of configurable length and computes check bits. The check
bits are computed in such a way that it is guaranteed that BCH_DECODER can correct up to and
including ECC_CAPABILITY (configuration generic) number of independent bit flips.

2.2 Operation

The encoder works on a transaction basis, consisting of several input and output cycles. A transaction
consists of the following steps:

All signals will be sampled on every clock cycle, i.e. bch_encoder_in.start and stop should be high for
exactly one cycle to start or stop input. In a similar manner, bch_encoder_out.done will be high for
exactly one cycle to signal finished transaction.

Table 46.  Transaction overview

Step Input signalling Output signalling Behaviour

1.Start bch_encoder_in.start = ‘1’

All other signals = ‘0’

All outputs are ‘0’ Restarts the device. 

2. Input data bch_encoder_in.valid = ‘1’

bch_encoder_in.data is the data to 
be encoded

bch_encoder_in.enable is don’t-
care

All other signals = ‘0’

Next cycle:

bch_encoder_out.valid 
= ‘1’

bch_encoder_out.code-
word is the data from 
the previous cycle

All other signals = ‘0’

The device accepts the input 
data. During the next clk 
cycle, the same data will be 
outputted regardless of other 
signaling.

bch_encoder_in.valid = ‘0’

bch_encoder_in.data and bch_en-
coder_in.enable are don’t-care

All other signals = ‘0’

Next cycle:

bch_encoder_out.valid 
= ‘1’

bch_encoder_out.code-
word is undefined

All other signals = ‘0’

The device ignores the input 
data this cycle.

3. Stop input bch_encoder_in.stop = ‘1’

All other signals = ‘0’

Possible valid and 
codeword from input in 
the previous cycle

Marks end of data. After this, 
the device will be ready to 
output check bits.

4. Output check bits bch_encoder_in.enable = ‘1’

All other signals = ‘0’

Same cycle:

bch_encoder_out.valid 
= ‘1’

bch_encoder_out.code-
word is checkbits com-
puted by the device

Outputs checkbits, controlled 
by the enable flag on the 
input.

bch_encoder_in.enable = ‘0’

All other signals = ‘0’

The holds off transmitting 
check bits until next time 
bch_encoder_in.enable is 
high.

5. End transaction bch_encoder_in.enable is don’t-
care

All other signals = ‘0’

bch_encoder_out.done 
= ‘1’

Ends the transaction
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2.3 Detailed functionality

The component computes checkbits in accordance with a BCH coding scheme. 

2.3.1 Primitive polynomial

The underlying field and hence the corresponding primitive polynomial is chosen based on the
generic GF_SIZE in the following manner 

2.3.2 Generator 

The choice of generator polynomial is dependent on the underlying field and the error correction
capability. If the code is designed to correct t errors, then  over GF(2) where

 is the minimal polynomial of  where  is a primitive element in the field. 

Since the code is systematic, the generator matrix  where I is the quadratic identity matrix
and A is chosen such that the code is equivalent to one generated by simply multiplying with the gen-
erator polynomial. Note that A is unique. 

2.4 Implementation

2.4.1 Reset

The core does not change reset behaviour depending on settings in the GRLIB configuration package
(see GRLIB User’s Manual). The core makes use of synchronous reset and resets a subset of its inter-
nal registers.

2.5 Configuration options

Table 48 shows the configuration options of the core (VHDL generics).

Table 47.  Primitive polynomial

GF_SIZE Max code length Polynomial

13 8191

14 16383

16 65535

Table 48.  Generic options

Generic name Function Allowed range Default

WORD_SIZE The number of bits pro-
cessed per cycle. Applies to 
bch_encode_in.data and 
bch_encode_out.codeword.

1-32 -

ECC_CAPABILITY The maximum number of 
errors the code should be 
able to correct.

1-60 -

GF_SIZE The logarithm of the size of 
the underlying field.

13,14,16 -

x13 x8 x6 x 1+ + + +

x14 x4 x3 x 1+ + + +

x16 x12 x7 x2 1+ + + +

g x  LCM m1 m2 ... m2t   =
mi x  i 

G I A =
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The number of check bits generated will be . Should this not be a multiple
of WORD_SIZE, the bottom bits of the last output will be padded with zeros.

If this component is used in conjunction with BCH_DECODER, all three generics are expected to
agree with the corresponding generics in the decoder block.

The total number of bits, including both data and check bits, must be no more than .

2.6 Signal description

Table 49 shows the interface signals of the core (VHDL ports).

2.6.1 Input restrictions

Data may only be input during a transaction. In practice this means:
All bch_encoder_in.valid pulses must come after bch_encoder_in.start and before bch_en-
coder_in.stop. 
Should bch_encoder_in.start be high in the middle of a transaction, all calculated checkbits will be
discarded and a new transaction initialized. 

2.7 Library dependencies

Table 49: Signal list

Signal name Field Type Function Active

RSTN N/A Input Reset Logical 0

CLK N/A Input Clock -

BCH_ENCODER_IN VALID Input Valid data Logical 1

START Input Starts a new transaction Logical 1

ENABLE Input Enables output of check bits Logical 1

STOP Input Indicates last input has been sent Logical 1

DATA(31:0) Input Data input. Lower indices used if WORD_-
SIZE < 32

-

BCH_ENCODER_OUT VALID Output Output codeword is valid Logical 1

DONE Output Last check data indicator Logical 1

CODEWORD(31:0) Output Data output. Lower indices used if 
WORD_SIZE < 32

-

Table 50.  Library dependencies

Libary Package Imported units Description

GAISLER BCH_EXTERNAL_PKG Signals Port declarations

GAISLER BCH_INTERNAL_PKG Constants, functions Support functions, genera-
tor polynomial

GF_SIZE ECC_CAPABILITY

2GF_SIZE 1–
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2.8 Instantiation
signal enc_in  : gaisler.bch_external_pkg.bch_encoder_in_type;
signal enc_out : gaisler.bch_external_pkg.bch_encoder_out_type;
signal dec_in  : gaisler.bch_external_pkg.bch_decoder_in_type;
signal dec_out : gaisler.bch_external_pkg.bch_decoder_out_type;

--------------
--------------
--------------

begin
------------- Generate
------------- data
------------- here
encoder_0: entity gaisler.bch_encoder
generic map (
        GF_SIZE => 14,
        WORD_SIZE => 8,
        ECC_CAPABILITY => 60
)
port map (
        clk         => clk,
        rstn        => rstn,
        bch_encode_in => enc_in,
        bch_encode_out => enc_out
);

dec_in <= (
        valid   => enc_out.valid,
        start   => enc_in.start,
        enable  => '1',
        codeword => enc_out.codeword
);

decoder_0 : entity gaisler.bch_decoder
generic map (
        GF_SIZE          => 14,
        WORD_SIZE        => 8,
        ECC_CAPABILITY   => 60,
        DATA_BITS => 8192
)
port map (
        rstn               => rstn,
        clk                => clk,
        bch_decoder_in     => dec_in,
        bch_decoder_out    => dec_out

);
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3 BCH_DECODER - Highly configurable systematic BCH decoder

3.1 Overview

The BCH decoder is expected to be used in a system together with the BCH_ENCODER core. 
The BCH decoder reads an encoded data frame, including checkbits and corrects any errors. If the
checkbits are computed using the BCH encoder with appropriate parametrization, it is guaranteed that
the component will be able to correct all bit flips, up to ECC_CAPABILITY. 
Should there be more errors than the correctable amount, the device will, with overwhelming proba-
bility, identify this. In that case, the data and estimates of the number of errors should be viewed as
corrupted. 
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3.2 Operation

The decoder works on a transaction basis, consisting of several input and output cycles. A transaction
consists of the following steps:

3.3 Detailed functionality

The decoding is done in three steps. First step in reading input data and simultaneously compute the
syndrome. In the second step the syndrome is used to compute a locator polynomial. This is done with
Berlekamp-Massey’s algorithm. The zeros of the locator polynomial are computed with Chien search.
Because of the iterative nature of said algorithm, the corrected data is output simultaneously as the

Table 51.  Transaction overview

Step Input signalling Output signalling Behaviour

1. Start transaction bch_decoder_in.start = ‘1’

All other signals = ‘0’

All control outputs are ‘0’ Restarts the device.

2. Input data bch_decoder_in.valid = ‘1’

bch_decoder_in.codeword is the 
data to be decoded

All other signals = ‘0’

All control outputs are ‘0’ The device accepts the 
inputted data and computes 
the syndrome.

The device keeps track of 
how many inputs have been 
received and automatically 
starts the decoding process.

bch_decoder_in.valid = ‘0’

All other signals = ‘0’

All control outputs are ‘0’ The device is idle, waiting 
for next data input.

3. Data processing bch_decoder_in.enable is don’t-
care.

All other signals = ‘0’

All control outputs are ‘0’ Berlekamp-Massay’s algo-
rithm is running.

4.Output is ready bch_decoder_in.enable is don’t-
care.

All other signals = ‘0’

bch_decoder.out.start = ‘1’

All other control outputs are 
‘0’

Berlkamp-Massay’s algo-
rithm is finished and the 
device notifies it’s ready to 
output decoded data.

5. Output data bits bch_decoder_in.enable = ‘1’

All other signals = ‘0’

Same cycle:

bch_decoder_out.valid = ‘1’

bch_decoder_out.data is the 
corrected data bits

All other control outputs are 
‘0’

Performs Chien search on 
data bits. Outputs corrected 
data bits.

bch_decoder_in.enable = ‘0’

All other signals = ‘0’

All control outputs are ‘0’ The device is idle, waiting 
for the host to accept next 
output.

6. Data processing bch_decoder_in.enable is don’t-
care.

All other signals = ‘0’

All control outputs are ‘0’ Chien search is being per-
formed on the check bits

7. End transaction bch_decoder_in.enable is don’t-
care

All other signals = ‘0’

bch_decoder_out.done = ‘1’

If the decdoing was success-
ful, then bch_de-
coder_out.nr_errors is the 
number of detected errors in 
the entire frame.

bch_decoder_out.cw_ok is 
high if and only if the frame 
was correctly decoded.

Ends the transaction and 
outputs decoding informa-
tion.
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error positions are computed. Finally, the decoding is deemed successful if and only if the number of
unique zeros found in the locator polynomial is the same as the degree of said polynomial. 
For resource reduction purposes, the syndrome registers are located on top level and shared between
the Syndrome and Berlekamp-Massay subcomponents and the locator registers are located on top
level and shared between the Berlekamp-Massay and Chien subcomponents.

3.3.1 Primitive polynomial

All data processing computations are done in a Galois field, with the size determined by the generic
GF_SIZE. The primitive polynomial is chosen in the following manner

3.3.2 Syndrome computation

Since the underlying field is the same as in the BCH encoder and the roots of the generator polyno-
mial are , the code polynomial will be evaluated in the same points. 

3.3.3 Berlekamp Massay’s algorithm

The Berlekamp-Massay algorithm is used to compute the locator polynomial from the syndrome
polynomial. An instantiation which can correct t errors will use 2t clock cycles for this computation.

Table 52.  Primitive polynomials

GF_SIZE Max code length Polynomial

13 8191

14 16383

16 65535

Syndrome calculation Berlekamp Massay's alg Chien search

Syndrome reg Locator/gamma reg

SP ram

Control process

BCH DECODER

>>1

x13 x8 x6 x 1+ + + +

x14 x4 x3 x 1+ + + +

x16 x12 x7 x2 1+ + + +

i i 1 2 ECC_CAPABILITY 
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3.3.4 Chien search

Since there exists no know way of efficiently finding the roots of a polynomial over a Galois field, an
exhaustive search is performed. Each cycle WORD_SIZE number of possible polynomial zeros are
checked. The locator polynomial is also updated in order to make it possible to reuse the exact same
circuitry to check for the next WORD_SIZE values. 

3.4 Implementation

3.4.1 Reset

The core does not change reset behaviour depending on settings in the GRLIB configuration package
(see GRLIB User’s Manual). The core makes use of synchronous reset and resets a subset of its inter-
nal registers.

3.5 Configuration options

Table 53 shows the configuration options of the core (VHDL generics).

The number of expected check bits will be . Should the number of code
bits not be a multiple of WORD_SIZE, then the last input is expected to be zeropadded. 
Note that the number of data bits does not have to be a multiple of WORD_SIZE. If it isn’t, then
check bits and data bits will be in the same input word.

If this component is used in conjunction with BCH_ENCODER, all three generics are expected to
agree with the corresponding generics in the decoder block.

The total number of bits, including both data and check bits, must be no more than .

Table 53.  List of generics

Generic name Function Allowed range Default

WORD_SIZE The number of bits pro-
cessed per cycle. Applies 
to bch_encode_in.data and 
bch_encode_out.code-
word.

1 to 32 -

ECC_CAPABIL-
ITY

The maximum number of 
errors the code should be 
able to correct.

1 to 60 -

GF_SIZE The logarithm of the size 
of the underlying field.

13,14,16 -

DATA_BITS Number of databits (i.e. 
not counting checkbits)

1 to -

TECH Target technology 0 to NTECH INFERRED

2GF_SIZE GF_SIZE ECC_CAPABILITY– 1–

GF_SIZE ECC_CAPABILITY

2GF_SIZE 1–
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3.6 Signal description

Table 54 shows the interface signals of the core (VHDL ports).

3.7 Library dependencies

Table 54: Signal list

Signal name Field Type Function Active

rstn N/A Input Reset Logical 0

clk N/A Input Clock -

BCH_DE-
CODER_IN

VALID Input Valid data Logical 1

START Input Starts a new transaction Logical 1

ENABLE Input Enables output of check bits Logical 1

CODEWORD(31:0) Input Data input. Lower indices used if WORD_SIZE 
< 32

-

BCH_DE-
CODER_OUT

CW_OK Output All errors were correctable Logical 1

NR_ERRORS Output Number of detected errors in the codeword

VALID Output Output data is valid Logical 1

START Output First data indicator Logical 1

DONE Output Transaction completed Logical 1

DATA(31:0) Output Data output. Lower indices used if WORD_SIZE 
< 32

-

Table 55.  Library dependencies

Libary Package Imported units Description

GAISLER BCH_EXTERNAL_PKG Signals Port declarations

GAISLER BCH_INTERNAL_PKG Constants, functions Support functions, con-
stants, type declarations
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3.8 Instantiation
signal enc_in  : gaisler.bch_external_pkg.bch_encoder_in_type;
signal enc_out : gaisler.bch_external_pkg.bch_encoder_out_type;
signal dec_in  : gaisler.bch_external_pkg.bch_decoder_in_type;
signal dec_out : gaisler.bch_external_pkg.bch_decoder_out_type;

--------------
--------------
--------------

begin
------------- Generate
------------- data
------------- here
encoder_0: entity gaisler.bch_encoder
generic map (
        GF_SIZE => 14,
        WORD_SIZE => 8,
        ECC_CAPABILITY => 60
)
port map (
        clk         => clk,
        rstn        => rstn,
        bch_encode_in => enc_in,
        bch_encode_out => enc_out
);

dec_in <= (
        valid   => enc_out.valid,
        start   => enc_in.start,
        enable  => '1',
        codeword => enc_out.codeword
);

decoder_0 : entity gaisler.bch_decoder
generic map (
        GF_SIZE          => 14,
        WORD_SIZE        => 8,
        ECC_CAPABILITY   => 60,
        DATA_BITS => 8192
)
port map (
        rstn               => rstn,
        clk                => clk,
        bch_decoder_in     => dec_in,
        bch_decoder_out    => dec_out
);
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